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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This proposal is made on behalf of an as yet to be formed Armenian humane society whose 
name should be determined carefully in order for current and future legislation to be compatible 
and without conflicts.  Factors which must weigh in the determination of the name of the 
organization is whether the organization will be established only as an animal control agency or 
follow established western models by giving it Humane Law Enforcement (“HLE”) powers.  HLE 
means that the humane society would have the power to employ its own police officers with the 
power to investigate, arrest, and prosecute perpetrators of animal crimes such as cruelty, 
abandonment, failure to properly care for animals. 
 

a. Type of Organization 
 

Pseudo-Governmental Organizations (“PGOs”) and Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) are almost universally the standard to be bestowed animal control duties. Police and 
prosecutorial powers are given to humane societies, making them PGOs,  for the following reasons: 
 
 
1. Animal control policies, like all governmental policies, must be supported by laws in order 

to succeed. If there is no law enforcement mechanism for the enforcement of  animal 
control laws and policies failure is guaranteed. 

 
2.  The local police should not be additionally burdened with investing their valuable time, 

budgets, and resources to  enforce animal laws. Similar to health, postal, customs, 
immigration and other specialized law enforcement agencies, animal control must have a 
dedicated, albeit small, police force as the laws and techniques are unique and special 
training is needed. 

 
3.  Tthe local criminal prosecutors should not be additionally burdened with investing their 

valuable time, budgets, and resources to put those on trial for violation of animal laws. 
 
 

Usually, if there are many humane societies in a country, county, municipality, or city only 
one is given HLE powers.  If, however, there is only one humane society in the region it is given 
HLE powers. In the United States, England, and dozens of other nations Societies for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) have been granted HLE powers, making them PGOs. 
 

b. Formation of the Pseudo-Governmental Organization 
 

1.  The PGO should be a private charitable organization whose members are derived from 
every aspect and expertise of the municipality it serves. The Board of Directors should consist 
of representatives from every facet of the animal industry and appropriate governmental 
agencies. Veterinarians, dog groomers, trainers, pet owners, farmers, law enforcement officers, 
sanitation department officials, mayoral representative, city council representative, animal 
rescue organizations, attorneys,  are some of the fields which could  be represented on the 



Board, in addition to at least three citizen members unrelated to the other Board members or the 
animal industry. 

 
2. A board of 5-15 members is the standard recommended by the National Charities 

Information Bureau, which is a national charity oversight agency in the United States. 
 

3. The purposes of the organization should be as stated in its articles of incorporation 
pursuant to the Armenian NGO laws.  In addition to such stated purposes the organization's 
mission should exclusively be limited to provide expert animal management services to the 
City of Yerevan, its agencies, and its citizens. The organization should not engage in any other 
contracts or services with any other entities, other than those delineated above, in order to 
provide undeterred attention and response to the City's needs. 

 
 
 
 
A. The History of the Problem 
 

Dog and cat overpopulation has proven to be one of the most persistent problems of every 
country, municipality, or society. In the early 20th Century western industrialized nations initially 
implemented a “catch and kill” animal control policy. New York City put dogs and cats, puppies 
and kittens in steel cages (10-20 in one cage) and drowned them in the East River. Other 
municipalities used gunshots or poisoning 

 
Less developed nations, especially in the Eastern hemisphere, used poisoning and gunshots. 

After 100 years of “catch and kill” policies most nations finally came to the realization that the 
“catch and kill” policy could never solve the problem since the expenditures of the municipalities 
to catch and kill would never keep pace with the quantities of new births. “Catch and kill” policies 
did not even prevent the spread of any diseases since the human population was still exposed to 
live animals on the streets who were transmitting such diseases to the unsuspecting public. An 
alternative approach was begun by the Blue Cross of India in 1964 to trap, neuter, spay and release. 
Since then many communities, cities, and even some countries have begun to implement this 
policy, most with resounding success. 

 
Therefore, history has demonstrated that the overpopulation of companion animals, 

especially in newly-emerging nations, has long been a serious issue which has traditionally been 
mishandled.  If the initial animal population control policy chosen is not successful the costs to the 
municipality, within a few years, become so great that animal control becomes a necessary ever-
increasing expense, albeit with no improvements to society as dog attacks and all other undesirable 
results continue without abatement or reduction. For instance, in the United States, once a 
misguided policy was implemented  it took 100 years for all segments of the society….political, 
public, and media….. to even acknowledge that the policy had been a failure, let alone invent and 
switch to a new more effective policy.  Moreover, once the decision to try a new policy was made, 
the cost to switch policies in mid stream was triple the usual annual animal control budget. 

 



Taking New York City’s (“NYC”) experience as an example of what is usually expected in 
the implementation of a long term cost-effective program, it can be expected that there will be a 3-5 
year transitional period for the above goals to be implemented. 
 

In NYC, during this transitional period the annual budget for animal control increased from 
$4.5 million to $8 million, and eventually $11.5 million. The doubling and tripling of expenditures 
during transitions is a necessity due to the following reasons. Fortunately some of these causes of 
expense may not apply to Yerevan: 
 
1)Purchasing of the buildings and shelters used by the former provider of animal control  
    services 
 
2)Unemployment benefit costs associated with laying off the previous employees 
 
3)Search, interview, and hiring costs for new employees 
 
4)Design changes on paperwork, vehicles, etc. 
 
5)Upgrade of facilities to make them suitable to implement the new policy 
 
Therefore, it is imperative that the animal control policy be progressive at the outset so as not to 
require a changing of policy some years later due to failure. This alone will prevent the 
expenditure of monies many years later. 
 
Since under Armenia’s economic conditions it is unrealistic to expect Yerevan to double and triple 
its current annual $26,000 budget for animal control a budget has to be arranged which carefully 
balances between effectiveness and cost. Such a budget is provided in this report. 
 

 
 
1. Increasing Expenditures 
 
 History has proven repeatedly that pet overpopulation results in a domino effect of  

expenditures for government, such as medical costs associated with dog attacks, resulting law suits, 
sanitation expenditures incurred in picking up and destroying animal carcasses from roads and 
highways and municipally operated animal shelters, health, police and fire expenditures, car 
accidents resulting in human injuries and fatalities, and the spread of zoonotic diseases such as 
toxoplasmosis (a protozoan), psittacosis (virus), ringworm (fungus), and rabies to name a few.  
 

In New York City the animal control policy was implemented with a contract with the 
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (“ASPCA”), a not for profit PGO 
which had been granted HLE powers when founded in 1866. This contract, in modern times, began 
at $475,000 in 1974. By 1985 it had risen to $2.5 million. By 1994, it had reached $4.5 million 
annually. Despite the ten-fold increase within twenty years the costs were still increasing and the 
pet overpopulation problem was worse than ever.  Over 70,000 adoptable and healthy dogs and cats 
were being euthanized by the ASPCA, an all-time high. 



 
In a governmental study the State of Minnesota found that every $1 invested in non-catch 

and kill programs such as Trap-Spay-Neuter-Release (“TNSR”) resulted in a $19 savings in animal 
control costs over a ten-year period [Exhibit S]. Every municipality which has successfully 
switched to a TNSR based policy has reduced its animal control expenditures, increased its 
memberships and contributions to the animal control organization (humane society) thereby 
reducing the need for governmental funding.  

 
Therefore, failure to invest in preventative programs for the overpopulation of animals 

results in forced emergency expenditures for many subsequent years, which are many times greater. 
 
 2. Health Concerns 
 

Toxoplasmosis is a protozoan which can be spread from cats and a wide variety of other 
sources to humans. A pregnant woman who contracts toxoplasmosis risks having a baby with 
congenital defects. Psittacosis is an upper respiratory infection usually caught from cage birds (e.g. 
parrots). It is a chlamydial infection of birds which can cause pneumonia in humans. Rabies, of 
course is fatal when untreated. These types of diseases are most dangerous to the very young,  
elderly and to those with a poor immune system.   

 
 
Although Armenia is one of a minority of countries in the world with no reported cases of 

rabies, it is still incumbent upon Armenian government to implement preventative measure to 
insure that this additional burden does not eventually arrive at Armenia’s door as Armenia 
continues its climb toward a Western civilization.  
 
B. International Standards 
 

Industrialized nations’ pet overpopulation control policies are very different from those of 
still-developing nations. Western European countries, due to the majority of their population 
residing in industrialized  cities and suburbs, have generally opted to implement a “catch and 
contain” policy. Any surplus animals which are unable to be adopted or reunited with their owners 
are euthanized after a pre-determined amount of time. This policy has never been declared a 
success in any country.   
 

The World Health Organization (“WHO”) has recommended animal population control 
policies based upon spaying and neutering and the releasing of healthy dogs and cats as the only 
cost-effective long term preventative solution. This policy ensures that new supplies of dogs and 
cats will not be endlessly produced which otherwise ultimately requires the unnecessary yearly 
expenditures to catch, collect and kill surplus new births. 
 

In the past decade many western countries have embraced the WHO recommendation and 
switched to a “catch and adopt” or “catch and spay, neuter, release” policy. Italy made it illegal to 
euthanize dogs and cats in the early 1990s and began a mass Trap Neuter Spay Release (“TNSR”) 
campaign. England already has a very low euthanasia rate. In the United States, San Francisco, 
CA, Reno, NV, Phoenix, AZ, Boseman, MT and numerous other cities have successfully 



switched to a “catch and adopt” policy, relying heavily on mass-volume TNSR.  In 1979 the 
Humane Society of Atlantic County in Atlantic City, New Jersey was receiving 1,700 puppies and 
2,000 kittens annually and killing them all. After opening a spay/neuter clinic, it decreased the 
numbers of incoming puppies and kittens by 90% [Exh P].  The State of New Hampshire, a state 
with roughly the same population as Yerevan, implemented a TNSR program and ended up 
reducing its euthanasia rate by 70%. [Ex S] When the euthanasia rate is reduced so are the expenses 
to the municipality, as fewer animals are being  caught and accepted from the public, processed, 
housed the legally required amount of time, euthanized, and the carcass disposed of.  
 

Turkey also has outlawed animal population control euthanasia. Some regions such as the 
tourist resort Fethiye and the city of  Izmir have implemented very aggressive TNSR programs, 
which has virtually stopped the spread of any zoonotic diseases. This would seem revolutionary to 
a nation who twice in its history, in 1902 and 1910 collected 10,000 street dogs and abandoned 
them all on tiny Oxia island, which has no sustainable food, with the intent that the dogs kill each 
other and starve to death. To this day Turkish newspaper columnists point to this depraved cruelty 
as the reasonTurkey lost World War I and continues to be plagued with economic woes.  

 
In Fethiye a TNSR program implemented in 2000 reduced the number of incidents 

involving aggressive street dogs within the first year such that the municipality of Fethiye increased 
its funding for the project [Ex L]. Mayor Behcet Saatci donated 43 hectares of land to found an 
animal shelter with a spay/neuter clinic. When Fethiye’s success became known the Mayor of  
neighboring regional capitol city of Mugla implemented a TNSR program for his city. Television 
reports of Fethiye’s success aired on German television, which naturally is welcome free 
promotion for the tourism trade. Consequently, a wealthy German animal charity began to 
subsidize the TNSR program for Fetihye, stimulating the community’s economy and reducing the 
further need for governmental expenditures for animal control. 
 

Greece, until five months ago, was in chaos with dogs and cats in packs and colonies 
habitating all parks, highway underpasses, railroad tracks, and even the newly built Olympic 
village. With the 2004 Olympics approaching, local municipalities were violating federal law and 
poisoning street dogs and cats…..until the world humane community began a campaign to stop it 
and in July of 2003 the Greek Government, after much debate in the Greek Parliament, and 
numerous negative international news reports about the cruelty of Greece, formed an alliance with 
Greek humane societies and the Greek Olympics Committee to force the stopping of the mass 
poisonings and instead begin a TNSR program. The Olympics Committee pledged 1 million Euro 
to implement a TNSR program for the thousands of dogs in Athens, again resulting in new monies 
being invested into the community which is good for its economy as well as taking the burden off 
of local municipal budgets. 
 

Biologists in Moscow had determined that 25,000 street dogs lived in Moscow, surviving 
from garbage, whose population was never reduced by a century of catch and kill. They 
recommended sterilizing instead. Consequently, In 2002 newly appointed Moscow animal control 
chief  Tatiana Pavlova switched Moscow’s animal control policy from a century of catch and kill to 
TNSR [Exh U]. 

 



Costa Rica and India are two of the most successful examples of TSNR.  India had for 
many years been electrocuting or clubbing to death its street dogs. Costa Rica, like most warm 
weather nations, had so many street dogs and cats that tourist operators and their customers were 
complaining. The McKee Project pioneered TNSR first in Costa Rica and then in Cozumel, 
Mexico, with resounding success. In 2003 it has begun its TNSR programs in Brazil, Panama, and 
Nicaragua. [Exh. R] 

 
Within 5-10 years both Costa Rica and India reduced their street animal population by an 

estimated 50%. The incidence of rabies in India, the highest in the world, was reduced enormously 
in regions which effectively implemented TNSR. 

 
Indian rabies statistics: 

 
City  Rabies deaths in year before TNSR   Rabies deaths in 2002 
 
Bangalore     12 (2000)   4 
Chennai (formarly Madras) 120 (1996)            16 
Jaipur      10 (1996)   0 
Kalimpong     10 (2000)   0 
 

In his letter of March 10th, 2002  General Secretary Nilesh Bhanage of PAWS in Bombay, 
India attests to the fact that a TNSR program in their community “ resulted in a sharp decline in 
the number of rabies incidents”.  [Exh B]. 
 

The world’s first official federal Government Ministry empowered by a legislative body to 
set federal policy in the treatment of animals within India writes “In Jaipur, there has been a 
drastic fall in the number of cases of human rabies and there have been zero cases” since 1999. 
TNSR has been so successful that it “became the official national policy of the Indian 
Government…… funding over 100 such programmes in various states.”[Exh G] 
 

The Ministry of the Environment of the Government of India attests to the reverse 
relationship between a TNSR program and low pet population and the reduction of rabies. [Exh D]. 

 
In a study funded by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 

(“RSPCA”), the world’s first humane society and largely credited for England’s low animal 
control expenditures, India’s success was confirmed.  The best results occurred in Jaipur, where 
20,000 dogs out of a total population of 30,000 were sterilized between 1994 and 1998. 
Consequently, the number of bites inflicted on humans were reduced from 1,151 in 1996 to 220 in 
1998, and rabies cases were reduced from 10 in 1996 to 0 in 2002 (Exh CC). 
 
 
C. The Companion Animal Network  
 

In 1990 the author of this report founded the Companion Animal Network (“CAN”) with 
the sole purpose of bringing to an end the 100 year old policy of  “catch and kill” in New York City 
by halting the contract with the ASPCA. After three years of political lobbying and the introduction 



of legislation written by CAN,  that success was achieved in 1993 when the ASPCA announced 
that it would no longer accept the $4.5 million New York City contract. A new not for profit 
organization was established, following in San Francisco’s footsteps, which had successfully 
transitioned from a kill policy to one of no-kill.  
 

The author was one of the first experts in New York State on the topic of dog and cat 
population control. When not a single humane organization in the United States was willing to 
consider delving into the pet overpopulation issue due to fear of being overwhelmed with virtually 
guaranteed failure, the author founded his organization specifically to study the causes and policies 
of animal control in New York State and offer solutions to the New York City and State 
governments. 
 
  Educated in Biology, Veterinary Medicine, Zoology and Psychology the author undertook 
fact-finding trips to bring to New York City the successful animal control policies of other 
municipalities and nations. One such concept was the use of microchips in animals, which Los 
Angeles (“LA”) had pioneered. After presenting the LA pet owner microchip identification system to 
then New York City Deputy Health Commissioner Marty Kurtz, this policy was implemented by 
New York City. It has resulted in the saving of thousands of animals’ lives as well as millions of 
dollars as each animal costs the municipality an average of $175 to take in, process, hold the legally 
required amount of time, adopt into a new home is possible, or euthanize and dispose of the carcass.  
 
  Pet owner accountability prevented abandonment of pets, which reduced animal control 
expenditures, and assured the collection of license fees (N.Y.City licenses only 7-9% of its pets, 
losing an additional $8-12 million annually), and kept track of those who cyclically obtained and 
discarded animals to the municipality’s shelter system…preventing unnecessary expenses by the 
municipality.  It is now a universally recognized policywhich has been implemented at many, if not 
most, animal shelters in the United States and Europe. 
 
 Another recommendation made by the author to NY City was to require a 24 hour 
telephone lost and found program as a way of increasing reclaimed animals and  reducing animal 
intakes and thus expenditures.  Mr. Kurtz agreed with the concept but was unable to implement a 
24 hr lost and found service. Consequently CAN pioneered the first-ever 24 hour animal rescue and 
lost and found hotline in NYC which has by now handled close to 70,000 calls. Within a few years 
numerous other similar services were started by other NGOs, receiving praise from the public, 
politicians, police, media, and most importantly, donations, bequests and contributions. The 
founding of these services also prevented NY City’s animal control budget from emergency 
increases.  New York City Council Resolution #982 praised Companion Animal Network for 
enlightening the City Council on the underlying animal control issues of New York City.  
 

CAN also authored state legislation  to force the decentralization of  humane law 
enforcement (HLE) and  animal control services to improve responsiveness based upon the varying 
demographics, geography, and  resources within each county of New York City.  This legislation 
was introduced in both the NY Senate and the NY Assembly and passed the Corporations 
Committee of the Assembly unanimously. When it accomplished its intended goal, to force the 
ASPCA to give up the “catch and kill” contract with NY City, the author withdrew the legislation. 



CAN met with and received the endorsement of then NY City Police Commissioner William 
Bratton (currently Los Angeles Police Commissioner).  
 

During the 1993 mayoral election the author met with then candidate Rudy Giuliani  and 
former Koch administration Deputy Mayor Herb Rickman, at the time the senior advisor to Mr. 
Giuliani. The author briefed Mr. Giuliani on the failings of NY City’s 100 year old animal control 
policies and made policy recommendations to switch from a “catch and kill” program to “no-kill” 
based on spaying and neutering. Upon election as New York City Mayor, the author’s central 
recommended policy option was pursued and implemented by the Giuliani administration. These 
and other accomplishments led Queens County Supreme Court Judge John Milano to praise the 
author for animal control services provided to NYC on the court record .CAN has been a consultant 
or advisor to various animal shelters in New York, Croatia, and Turkey.  
 
 Numerous times New York State courts and the NY City Health Department have 
recognized the author and his organization, the Companion Animal Network, to be experts in the 
field of animal control, and awarded dogs seized from legal cases to them for proper care and 
supervision.  
.  
 The author has appeared on all New York City newspaper and television news outlets 
including CBS, NBC, ABC, Paramount Network, FOX, NY1, Warner Bros TV Network, the New 
York Times, New York Daily News, New York Post, to name a few. He is now the host and 
moderator of his own weekly television program on animals, which is seen in 4.5 million homes in 
the United States, covering ten major cities in eight states. 

 
 

II. ANIMAL POPULATION CONTROL IN ARMENIA 
 
 

It is pivotal for Armenian’s future to project itself as the “Western country in the East.” 
This requires that no significant quantities of street animals be seen. Previous news reports in the 
New York Times and other international newspapers have portrayed Armenia as a barbaric nation 
toward its animals [Exh N]. The street shootings of 8,000 stray dogs in Yerevan in 2001 and 2002 
made worldwide news, as did the occurrence of a bullfight in Armenia in 1991. Even the detail that 
the only other country which allowed that promoter’s bullfight was Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was 
reported, as was the bull’s stampede and eventual shooting.  These events put Armenian reputation 
side by side with one of the cruelest regimes mankind has ever seen. Even Western Armenians 
visiting Armenia, whose support is paramount, have expressed disgust at the societal lack of care 
exhibited by Armenians toward Armenian animals. An Armenian from the USA, writing under the 
pseudenym of Eusepios wrote in Marmara, the Turkish based Armenian daily newspaper, of his (or 
her) distraught at seeing the stray dogs of Yerevan surround anyone who sat at a bench in a public 
park, begging for a pat on the head and a bite of anything edible. Residents of Yerevan have written 
articles in local newspapers (Exh. BB) and Yerevan’s television programs and news reports have 
reported of the stray dog travesty.  
 

Because the Republic of Armenia has not yet implemented the WHO recommendation 
unnecessary monies are spent by municipalities and individuals to shoot, trap, feed, and deal with 



the excessive companion animal population. Even the City of Yerevan, Armenia’s Capital, has 
been spending valuable tax monies to pay for a contract with the Dami Arg Company to collect and 
kill as many dogs as possible. Despite the shooting of 4000 street dogs in 2001 and even more in 
2002 the capital city of Yerevan has still not seen any reduction in the population of street animals 
(Exh N) 
 

Therefore, it is in Armenia’s best interest, in particular Yerevan’s, to learn from the lessons 
learned by other nations and abide by proven successful and progressive policies. Yerevan has the 
potential of becoming a tourist resort but visitors disseminate inhumane conditions very effectively, 
as did Eusepios in Marmara, as did tourists to Greece, Puerto Rico, and India. It is common 
knowledge that there is only “one chance to make a good impression.” If Armenia’s reputation is 
marred with the sights of starving and sick street animals it could forever seal Armenia’s potential 
as a tourist resort for decades to come, if not forever. 
 

Armenia, being largely an agrarian country with one major city and only a handful of 
smaller cities, should seek to set up an animal population control policy suitable to each region to 
contain this problem in the long run. In rural and mountainous regions, where pet ownership does 
not entail a dog or a cat living in a home but rather is based on a loose-knit “community 
ownership” concept where the town people who care about animals’ welfare more or less provide 
leftover food for street animals, the policy must be different than in urban cities. 
 

Implementing Trap, Neuter, Spay and Release Animal Control in Armenia  
 
1. Goals 
 
A. Immediate 
 

TNSR must be implemented somewhat differently in rural areas than in urban cities. For instance, 
rural areas would presumably not even have a veterinarian in the region to spay and neuter animals, even if the 
citizens were to voluntarily collect the street animals and be willing to bring them. In urban cities, on the other 
hand, TNSR can only be implemented with a limited amount of release because it would not make sense to 
release spayed dogs and cats on city streets to be hit by cars, cause accidents, deficate on lawns, and continue 
to be an eyesore.  
 

Therefore, TNSR in rural areas would have to be based more on the emphasis of bringing a mobile 
veterinary spay and neuter clinic into the region every few weeks for high-volume sterilization campaigns 
lasting a few days at a time. Rural areas would not have to fund salaried employees of the humane society to 
catch the animals as local citizens would welcome free veterinary services for street animals. Indeed, 
experience in Costa Rica, India, Puerto Rico, Turkey, American Indian reservations and other countries where 
rural areas have been provided TNSR projects has shown that the local population enthusiastically embraces 
working with the mobile veterinary clinic so as to maximize the impact to the community. 
 

TSNR in Armenian cities would have to be based less on mobile clinics visiting communities within 
the city and more on taking in cats and dogs from the public for sterilization, housing, and eventual adoption 
or relocation to sanctuaries outside of the city. Trapping street animals in cities is very labor intensive and a 



cost-effective animal control program would unlikely be able to afford to trap city animals on a regular basis. 
It may take hours or even days and repeated visits to the traps just to catch one or two animals. Plus, it would 
require the purchase of vehicles, traps, anesthetizing dart guns, and other equipment to successfully implement 
a large scale trapping program in a city…which is unlikely to be afforded in Armenia by municipalities such 
as Yerevan at the present time or in the foreseeable future. 
 

Rather, the humane society in a city must implement an animal control policy and programs which are  
more incentive based than in rural areas. For instance,  in urban areas such as Yerevan the humane society 
could have free spay neuter days, encouraging the public to catch a street dog or cat and bring it in, perhaps 
giving the person free pet food to catch another animal with, and after bringing in 10 animals, award the 
person either a cash grant or a valuable gift certificate donated by businesses. This would encourage citizens of 
Armenian cities to provide the labor in the TNSR policy.  Businesses could publicize their commitment to the 
community. 

 
This incentive-based technique was the core of the strategy the humane society in San Francisco used 

to switch from “catch and kill” to “catch and adopt.” Within 10 years SF became America’s first no-kill city 
and the memberships and contributions to the humane society rose by 300% as the public and the international 
animal welfare foundations always support life-saving organizations and shuns life-taking establishments (Ex 
AA).  

 
B. Future 

Using vehicles provided by the Yerevan Department of Health, a radio dispatched response should 
eventually be instituted. Such a system should include, but not be limited to, an advertised 24 hr telephone 
number (such as PET-HELP or some other easy to remember phone number) which should be manned 24 hrs 
including nights, weekends, and holidays. This special Hot-Line should be a city-wide telephone response 
and dispatch center. A telephone call recording device similar to 911 should be on line. 

 
More operators should be available during regular business hours than during nights, weekends, and 

holidays. Such operators shall have computer experience or training and shall have terminals on a LAN 
(Local Area Network) system to enter data as it is being provided by the caller. During times between 
dispatches and slow times at the night shifts computer operators should provide data entry services of dog 
licensing onto the microchip system. A custom developed computer program currently in use at other major 
metropolitan municipalities should be used with a leased line to a mainframe computer.  

 
A specialized interactive software which displays messages on hand held terminals via a cellular 

telephone or pager FM frequency shall be utilized for dispatches of trucks and/or ambulances. The hand 
held units shall be in each vehicle. Upon the entry of the appropriate data by the computer/dispatch operator 
receiving the call, if a decision is made by the supervising veterinarian on duty that the situation is grave 
enough to necessitate the dispatch of a truck or ambulance the truck driver will receive on his handheld unit 
the key elements of the call, such as address for pick up, name and phone of party calling, nature of 
emergency, and location to transport. The decision as to whether a given call is worthwhile for emergency 
pick up or rescue shall be left with the veterinarian on duty, with consultation with the dispatcher who 
received the call and pursuant to written guidelines upon which common scenarios are and are not pre-
determined emergencies.  

 



All computer/dispatch operators should undergo four weeks training prior to beginning their duties 
and a two month trial period. All software and computer/telephone link ups are currently available. These 
costs shall be borne one time, with privately raised monies. There will be an annual sub-contract for the 
maintenance of such telecommunications system, also with private monies. The computer/dispatch 
operations should operate from one location. 

 
 

C. Basic Services 

1. Stray Animal Roundup 

Every weekday (weekends and holidays excluded), beginning at 8 AM and lasting until 12 AM 
midnight, one  animal transportation truck should begin a shift to catch, round up, pickup from citizens, and  
transport stray and unwanted animals. Beginning with known locations of packs of dogs, and later colonies 
of cats, for the purpose of preventing the further increase of the number of the pack or the colony, the truck 
shall round up as many as the truck holds. If an emergency dispatch call is received the round up 
shift should prioritize to respond to the call. When the truck is full it will return to the main shelter. 
In an average day, 10-20 animals should be possible to be brought in. If, upon implementation of 
this program, there are monies still available, or if additional monies are raised or made available, 
there shall be one ambulance available for dispatch at all times in case of on-site emergency calls. 

2. Animal Seizure 

Requests from The Health Department and Police agencies to seize vicious and threatening dogs, 
stray and owned dogs and cats that have bitten, exotic and wild animals and venomous reptiles and bats 
shall be assigned the highest priority of all. Law enforcement agents of the humane society shall issue 
summonses to any and all persons walking a dog not properly licensed. Current law should be 
modified, if necessary, to permit the citing of anyone who possesses a dog for being in possession of an 
unlicensed dog.  

3. Animal Drop Off 

Animals requested for voluntary surrender by the public will be accepted during business hours at 
the shelter only as space permits after a vigorous intake interview and consultation process.  Signs 
threatening the arrest of anyone abandoning an animal and informing the public that roads leading to 
the shelter are under 24 hr video surveillance shall be posted.  

 



Abandonment of animals at or around animal control facilities such as the shelter or satellite 
veterinary clinics shall be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. A law must be passed in Armenia 
making it illegal to abandon an animal in the street, as is the norm in almost all countries. A computer 
tag of the name, address, ID of the surenderor, photograph of the animal and the surrenderor, where and 
how the animal was obtained by the surrenderor, and why they can no longer care for it shall be made 
by the shelter, which shall assign an intake number prior to accepting the animal from the citizen.  

 
In instances where an individual is obviously not telling the truth, or has a prior history of repetitive 

surrender of animals within short intervals of time of ownership, a warning should be issued to such 
individual that further such conduct may result in humane law surveillance of their activities in or 
around their residence and place of work. In all instances when an animal is desired to be surrendered 
the surrenderor shall be requested, at their option, to participate as a temporary home for the animal for 
4 to 12 additional weeks, during which time a computer log will be made of their desire to dispossess 
the animal and a match shall be attempted to be made to a new owner directly from their home.  

 
Statistics and experience in this regard has shown that a certain percentage of the public, when given 

an alternative to immediate intake and sheltering of their animal by the municipality, will choose such 
option. This alone reduces the need for sheltering by 10-25 %, depending upon the marketability, 
specifics, and incentives for participation in such program. 
 

 
 

4. Animal Lost & Found 
 
Should the owner of a lost pet call the Hotline soon thereafter, the computer entry would thus 

expeditiously reveal the location of the animal and the owner could re-claim the lost animal right in 
his/her own community without having to wait for the shelter to open, taking off from work, possibly 
having to arrange costly transportation. Furthermore, the quick return of the lost animal to the owner 
without necessitating it to be taken to a "central" shelter would spare countless man hours of trucking, 
handling, boarding, locating, identifying, etc. In short, the concept is to provide almost an instant 
retrieval system of lost animals in the community where the animal lives for the purpose of saving 
precious monies and unnecessary work, and, just as importantly, to provide incentives to citizens by 
making it easy for them to reclaim their lost animal. It must be kept in mind that every animal not 
reclaimed by the citizen who lost it will cost the municipality monies to process, hold, transport, 
euthanize, and dispose of the carcass. 

 
 
5. Animal transportation 

All pick ups, seizures and transportation services shall be provided in accordance with applicable 
City, State and Federal Laws. When a truck has a full load, or has an emergency which must receive 
immediate care, it will prioritize the injured animal first. After dropping it off at the shelter location 
it shall resume its normal operations of pick-ups and transportation of animals. Each and every 
transaction and visit to a location shall be logged by the truck driver for later comparison with the 
computer records. 



6. Care and treatment of seized animals 

In cases where the dog or cat is seized the animal shall be provided with shelter care, and proper food for 
a period no less than one month, or if possible, as long as necessary until a responsible home is found. All 
provisions under the Agricultural & Markets Law shall be adhered to with respect to seizures and adoptions. 
Animals seized or required for rabies testing shall be isolated in a communicable disease ward or specialized 
sub-contracting facility. When actual rabies testing is necessitated licensed veterinarians shall perform the 
preparatory procedures, either at the shelter or at a sub-contracting facility. 

7. Animal Microchip Identification 

All animals surrendered, seized, rounded up, and deemed to be adoptable shall be identified by the 
implantation of a pre-encoded micro chip at a known location. Such implantation is to be done by an 
injection, to be provided by a veterinary technician. The encoded information shall include the name and 
address of the dog, its owner, license number, expiration date, its vaccination history, its bite history, 
temperament, habits, where weaned (if known) or obtained from, etc. This encoded information shall be 
kept on a computer program which is updatable without the necessity of re-implantation of the chip. 
The chip is permanent. The code of the chip is read by a bar code reader, similar to those in use at 
supermarkets. Promotional material regarding this system called "InfoPet," which has been in use at 
research laboratories for years, is annexed as Appendix B. Such implantation shall be provided for all 
animals prior to being made available for adoption by a sub-contracting facility or at the shelter.  

When the animal is eventually adopted  an update form shall be sent to the computer entry clerk to 
update the information to reflect the name and address of the owner, ID presented, accompanied with a 
licensing form and fee. When an animal is licensed, either through the Health Department or the 
shelter, the animal will have to be presented to such a facility or the shelter for the microchip 
implantation and vaccination at no charge. At such time, the vaccination and alteration of the animal 
shall also be mandatory, if necessary, unless if a letter from a licensed veterinarian is presented that 
the animal's health would be endangered, or a letter from a registered and recognized dog club is 
presented stating that the animal is shown at dog shows.  

If the owner claims that the animal is vaccinated, the microchip shall so be encoded upon 
implantation and the owner will be notified that the following year proof of re-vaccination shall be 
required. Owner shall be given a notice of such requirement. If owner refuses to comply and pay for 
inoculations, the animal shall be seized, according to law, and a computer entry shall be made 
forbidding the individual from furthermore licensing a dog. If an owner repetitively loses his pet, a 
notice shall be given at each and every one of such losses, and after three such incidents within any two 
year period, the animal shall be seized and a computer entry shall be made forbidding the individual 
from licensing a dog for the next five years, unless good cause is given to the Director of the Shelter, 
who may waive this prohibition with cause. 



8. Immunization of employees against rabies 

All animal pick up and seizure personnel at the shelter who come in contact with animals shall 
be pre-immunized against rabies. 

 
9. Rural Area Veterinarians Services (RAVS) visiting Armenia 

 
 
 
 The RAVS unit of the Humane Society of the United States has agreed to visit Yerevan to train local 
veterinarians in the latest techniques of volume based sterilizations. This is a free service funded by the HSUS.  
 

 
The RAVS Program 

 
Visiting Yerevan will be a  team consisting of 12 - 40 volunteers, veterinarians, and veterinary 

students from various United States veterinary universities.  There will be a veterinarian in charge, 
who has had a great deal of experience working on RAVS field clinics.  This person will be 
responsible for clinic operation, logistic issues, and all matters related to accommodations and 
scheduling.  Dr. Susan Monger, Dr. Louis Lembo, Dr. Jennifer Scarlett, and Dr. Davis are the 
veterinarians that operate RAVS clinics.  The volunteers will consist of a mix of other 
veterinarians, veterinary technicians, and veterinary students.  They will be traveling in a caravan 
that will consist of a RAVS vehicle pulling a trailer containing the clinic equipment and supplies, 
and rental vans and private cars.  
  

The team will have supplies to setup a veterinary clinic capable of spaying and neutering from 
30 to 50 animals a day. This includes pharmaceuticals, surgical equipment, anesthesia machines, 
and cages.  We will also do rabies, distemper, and other vaccinations and deworming.  This team  
can do a limited number routine procedures on horses (if you have residents that would like horse 
services, please discuss this in advance).   
 

The clinics can be moved every day, if necessary, so that the maximum number of residents can 
receive service.  It is a good idea to locate the clinics centrally in a community, making it as easy as 
possible for residents to get their animals to the clinic.   Rural Area Veterinary Services is a non-
profit program of the Humane Society of the United States, and a tax exempt organization.  
RAVS's mission is to deliver medical care to communities where veterinary services are otherwise 
unavailable, due to geography or economics.  All of these services are free.  It is important that the 
animal owners that have their animals cared for at the RAVS clinics are ones that cannot receive 
care anywhere else.  RAVS does not have enough resources to treat animals belonging to people 
who have regular veterinarians.  This would be unfair to the many poor families that are in need of 
free services and also the veterinarians that have to make a living and be available to care for local 



emergencies.   A screening program is usually necessary and should be approved by the local 
veterinary community. 

 
Community Involvement 

 
RAVS provides the veterinary skill and equipment to carry out the clinics.  The host community 
needs to supply: 
 
1. Facilities to hold the clinics which should be a clean building with electricity, running water, a 

rest room, and about 1000 sq. ft. of floor space.  If the weather will be very cold or hot, some 
kind of temperature control will be necessary.  It is not safe to do surgery on animals at 
temperatures below 55 degrees or above 80 degrees.  A school auditorium or basketball court 
(cover the floor with plastic or mats), community center,  a class room, or fire department 
garage work very well.  There should be some parking available for clients to bring their 
animals and the clinic should be centrally located.  Access to a refrigerator or ice bags is 
helpful, as the vaccines that the team will use must be kept cool.  

 
2. Scheduling for the clinics and advertisement of where and when should be done far enough 

ahead of time.  IT IS CRITICAL THAT OWNERS KNOW TO NOT FEED THEIR 
ANIMALS THE NIGHT PRIOR TO THE MORNING OF THE CLINIC IF THE ANIMALS 
ARE TO BE SPAYED OR NEUTERED.  Otherwise they may not be able to have surgery that 
day. 

 
 
3. Oxygen is difficult for RAVS to transport and is necessary for the operation of anesthesia 

machines.  Medical oxygen tanks can be rented nearly anywhere.  RAVS has regulators that 
will work on either small "E" tanks of large "H", "G" , or "L" tanks.  The larger tanks are the 
most economical, but hardest to handle.  An "H" tank will supply oxygen for 2-3 clinic days 
depending on how busy they are.  It will take about 5 "E" tanks a day for a clinic.  RAVS will 
bring a few tanks, just in case there is a problem in getting the oxygen on a particular day, but 
will not have enough for the whole trip.  If you have questions on oxygen tanks, contact RAVS 
at least 2 months before the scheduled clinic.   

 
4. If RAVS will be doing rabies vaccinations as part of the clinics, the community or local health 

service should supply the rabies receipts and tags for owners who have had their dogs or cats 
vaccinated.  Because local laws on rabies documentation vary, RAVS cannot supply the 
appropriate tags for all possible communities.  At least one person should be supplied by the 
community to do the rabies vaccination paper work.   

 
 
5. Lodging for the volunteers: This does not need to be fancy.  RAVS volunteers come prepared 

to camp on the floor of the community center where the clinic is held.  They can either move 
with the clinic site or stay at some central community and move the clinic as needed.  Some 
possible housing arrangements include: a community center, vacant houses, a local motel (we 
can put several people in one room).  Showers are appreciated. Since the teams usually  get to a 
community after 5 PM it will be necessary for the team leader to have a phone number what 



will be answered after hours or a key provided so that the volunteers can get into the building 
where they will be staying.  This is very important because after several hours of driving and/or 
16 hours working a clinic the crew is going to need some rest.   

 
6. Three meals should be provided starting the morning of the first clinic.  Since the clinics start at 

7 AM this means that some coffee and breakfast will need to be provided by 6 AM. Just like 
with the lodging, food does not need to be fancy.  RAVS do not want to put a strain on local 
budgets or resources.  Often communities provide way more food than we need and some goes 
to waste.  You will know exactly how many are coming, including how many are vegetarians.  
These non-meat eaters will eat cheese, rice, beans, and salad.  Some dishes without meat or 
chicken will need to be provided. Again these DO NOT NEED TO BE FANCY.  If cooking 
facilities are available and the community can provide food the team can do its own cooking.   

 
 
7. The clinics will produce some garbage which will include a small amount of animal tissue and 

"sharps".  The community should provide a method for disposal of this material every day.    
 
8. While it is not essential, some local volunteers to help with checking animals in, cleanup, and 

crowd control are much appreciated.  This is a good opportunity for local 4-H or humane 
society groups to get involved.  It makes the clinics run  more smoothly, allows RAVS to 
sterilize and treat more animals, and gets young people involved in local projects.  High school 
students that really want to get in there and help will be trained in instrument sterilization and 
patient preparation, and will work with the volunteers.   

 
 
9. The facilities should have some kind of blanket liability insurance.   
 
10. If there are any local veterinarians, please tell RAVS so they  can be contacted about the clinics 

and how they may be able to help.  
 
 
11. Directions to the clinic sites and local contact numbers should be provided just as soon as the 

local group decides which communities are to be serviced.  Some "after hours" numbers should 
be included, as the teams are often working and traveling after 5 PM and on weekends.   

 
12.  Since RAVS volunteers will be working with a lot of animals, bite and scratch wounds  
       sometimes occur.  It is very helpful if the host community can provide RAVS the location and      
       contact information for the local hospital or medical clinic.  That way the team leader has  
       this information immediately available if an emergency occurs.  Where clinics are to be  
       held is best decided by local officials or groups.  Remember: these are free clinics for  
       people who cannot get veterinary care anywhere else.  It is important that the clinics are    
       advertised as such.  Local holidays and events should be taken into account when  
       planning the clinic schedule so that there is a good turnout.  Talking up the event on the  
       radio, local newspaper is a requirement. 
 
 

 



 
 

RAVS Clinic Operation 
 

If at all possible RAVS prefers to get into the clinic site the evening before the scheduled 
day of the clinic.  This allows the team leader to check out the facility and get the equipment setup. 
This process takes an hour or two depending on the team and the facility.  It is possible to arrive 1-
2 hours before the clinic starts and set up, especially later in the trip when the team has more 
experience.  When the clinic will be at the same site for two or more days it will be necessary to 
have a secure lock on the building so that the equipment can be left in place.  When using the same 
site for several days, the clinics can start earlier (7 AM), allowing more animals to be cared for.   
 

Residents bring their animals to the clinic site and are taken on a "first come first serve" 
basis or the host community can make appointments.  Each animal has its own medical record and 
receives a physical before surgery is done.  There is a questionnaire that is filled out by the owner 
when the animal is checked in.  RAVS provides all of these forms.  Depending on the animal's 
condition and the owner's wishes it may either be vaccinated, dewormed, or have longer procedures 
for spaying, neutering, or for health problems.  The owner will have to leave their animal for the 
longer procedures and will be told when to come back and pick them up.   

 
The first animals to be presented are usually ready to go home by noon.  Others may have 

to stay until 6 or 8 PM before they are ready to go home. Animals going for surgery will be put in a 
cage and given a sedative, prior to anesthesia.  We use the best possible anesthetic, patient 
monitoring, and surgical protocols.  All surgeries are done under gas anesthesia.  Students do 
participate in both anesthetic and surgical procedures, but are never allowed to work unsupervised.  
The veterinarians and technicians doing the supervision are highly skilled and have experience with 
RAVS protocols.  After surgery animals are given medication to prevent pain and slowly recovered 
in a warm, quiet environment.  Volunteers from the community can be very helpful in the recovery 
process and young people can learn a lot by helping out at this time.  If the animals require further 
treatment, medications will be dispensed to the owners when they come to pick them up and their 
condition will be discussed with them by a clinic veterinarian.  All surgeries are done with 
absorbable sutures so owners will not have to remove sutures later on.   
 

RAVS takes responsibility for all procedures and their outcome.  The welfare of  patients is 
of primary concern and all cases are closely monitored.  As a result, RAVS clinics  have an 
extremely low complication rate. However, there are always risks associated with anesthesia and 
surgery.  Animals can die from these procedures.  Risks  will be discussed with the owner ahead of 
time and if complications occur a RAVS veterinarian will council the animal's owner.  Depending 
on how busy a clinic is, the last animals are discharged around 6 to 8  PM.  There will be about 
another half hour of cleanup or about an hour of packing of the clinic is to be moved that night.  
This should be taken into consideration when providing food for the volunteers.  It is not usually 
possible for the entire team to sit down and eat lunch at the same time on a busy day. RAVS  has to 
make sure that all patients are well and safe, so some members may not be able to leave the clinic 
site for dinner until late.  It is usually best if breakfast and lunch are provided at the clinic site.   
 



Occasionally, local news media reporters want information on RAVS activities.  The 
veterinarian in charge will be glad to do interviews as time permits.  In depth information on RAVS 
is always available from Dr. Eric Davis at 125 Old Stage Rd. Salinas CA 93908 or 831-442-8359. 
RAVS volunteers will clean up the site when they move the clinic.   If there are any concerns about 
the condition of the facilities, garbage removal, or anything else, these should be addressed to the 
veterinarian in charge. When the team leaves the clinic site, it is important that the community 
officials or volunteers make sure that the rabies books stay with the community and that all the 
oxygen tanks are returned.  RAVS will provide the local contact agency with a report, detailing the 
number of animals done and the value of services provided.  If there are any comments or issues, 
the "buck" stops with Dr. Eric Davis, who can always be reached at the numbers given above.  The 
veterinarian in charge of the team will also have a cell phone. 
 

All clinics conducted by RAVS will have an owner education component, operated by 
HSUS personnel.  This will include information on humane pet handling, the importance of 
spaying and neutering, dog bite prevention, and other animal and human health related topics.  
These may be held at the clinic site or at a local school.  The community must make an effort to 
publicize the educational events in addition to the clinics.    

 
 

 
10.  Trap Neuter Spay Release in Yerevan 

 
Once Yerevan’s and its surrounding region’s veterinarians have been trained by RAVS in 

the most advanced high-volume sterilization techniques a daily spay neuter assembly line will be 
set up, at first in appropriate facilities until a shelter is built, and then at the shelter, which will 
continue five days per week, until 70% of Yerevan’s dogs, whether owned or not, are sterilized. 
Show dogs, elderly dogs, and those with special physical needs would be exempt. 

 
a. Factors determining its success or failure 
 
For TNSR to succeed at least 70% of dogs in a community must be sterilized within three 

years at most. If this figure is not reached TSNR fails. Why? Because when a smaller percentage is 
sterilized, there is more street food found by the remaining unaltered animals, which causes them to 
thrive better than before and thus produce more offspring. (Ex V).  
 

In Bangkok, Thailand, for instance TNSR failed. It failed because the local Health 
Ministry was unable to adequately administer the program. The goal was to sterilize 30,000 of 
120,000 (to reach 70% within 3 years) of street dogs within one year (by the end of September 
2002). However, city officials found it difficult to catch the dogs, and claimed not enough 
veterinarians were available to conduct all the surgeries necessary within the time period. 
Consequently, only 5,200 dogs were sterilized and no noticeable drop of new births was perceived.  
Although the plan was to use the 23 Bangkok government veterinarians and 39 additional private 
veterinarians, many of the 39 positions were left unfilled. The Bangkok veterinarians were not 
trained in mass spay-neuter techniques, which are totally different than traditional sterilization 
surgical procedures.  



 
In contrast, in Clinton, NY, a rural community of only 6,000 people, the animal 

organization Spring Farm Cares organized a 25,000 dog and cat sterilization program between 
September 1999 and July 2002 (Exh V), working exclusively with private veterinarians (as Clinton 
NY has no government veterinarians of its own) scattered throughout a six-county rural area 
roughly the same size as Bangkok including its suburbs. Bangkok should have also been able to do 
likewise.  
  

The biggest cause for failure to reach the necessary 70% sterilization rate is the lack of 
high-volume sterilization surgery techniques by veterinarians who have rarely been formally 
trained to operate on small animals such as dogs and cats, and have not learned the high-sped 
techniques, such as the Boyce-Holland Spay Method,  which now prevail in the West. (Ex T). 
 

Another reason for failure of TNSR is the lack of veterinary technicians, especially in 
underdeveloped nations, where licensed vet techs are virtually non-existent, let alone have training 
in high-volume sterilization techniques. A good team of vet techs trained in high-volume 
sterilization techniques can do all of the preparation work on each dog or cat who is to be sterilized, 
and can even suture the incisions after each surgery, freeing veterinary time to operate on more 
animals in the allotted amount of time. 
 

In New Delhi, India, where TNSR is used, the local government was sterilizing just 1,200 
dogs per year. But veterinarian Jeff Young, who has set up a high-volume TNSR clinic in 
Slovakia, has often sterilized that quantity of animals only by himself in just six weeks time. 
Therefore, it is imperative to have formal training of both government and private veterinarians in 
high-volume sterilization techniques in order for TNSR to reach the 70% rate within three years, 
and thus ensure the success of the program. 
 

In India, it has been six years since the inception of the national policy of TNSR, and the 
70% sterilization rate has still not been reached on a national level. Consequently, the WHO’s 
rabies division chief F.X. Meslin reminded Indian High Court Justice N. Venkatachala of this 
failure. 

 
 
The details of India’s TSNR program are annexed as Exhibits W and X.  
 
 

b. Preventing Rabies from eventually coming to Armenia 
 

Although Armenia is one of a minority of countries in the world with no reported cases of 
rabies (Exhibit J), it is still incumbent upon Armenian government to implement preventative 
measure to insure that this additional burden does not arrive at Armenia’s door.  As Armenia heads 
toward globalization of its country it must be careful not to acquire the rest of the world’s diseases 
such as Mad Cow, SARS, Rabies, etc.  

 
A Pennsylvania State University report on rabies concluded that “population reduction of 

the involved species by trapping, hunting, and poisoning has not been effective in preventing the 



spread of rabies.”(Ex K).  Pet Savers Foundation  reports that “it costs three times as much to 
ignore preventive measures (such as TNSR) and deal with the outcome as it does to organize a spay 
program or clinic and bring down the numbers.”(Ex. O). 

 
Also, there are numerous other zoonotic diseases which should also be prevented from 

spreading. Therefore, along with sterilization, Yerevan should also vaccinate all captured, 
sterilized, and released animals. 
 
  Three year rabies vaccines should be used as opposed to the one year type and all sterilized 
animals should be vaccinated approximately 7-10 days after surgery, which requires that sterilized 
animals be housed for 7-10 days prior to release. This hold period is also necessary to allow the 
incision to heal free of infection and for the removal of the suture by the vet techs if self-dissolving 
suture is not used.  
 

Once the 70% sterilization and vaccination rate of street dogs is reached  revaccination can 
proceed as necessary. However, since three years is close to the life expectancy of a street dogs 
(life expectancy of a street dogs is 4 years as 25% of street dogs die every year), relatively few 
dogs will have to be captured each year if the work proceeds on a three-year cycle. 
 

In addition, even if dogs vaccinated in the first year of a three-year cycle lose their rabies 
immunity by the end of the third year, the two-thirds of the dogs who are vaccinated in the second 
and third years will keep the background vaccination level close to 70%--high enough to keep any 
rabies outbreaks from occurring. 
 

D. Operation of the shelter 
 

 
♦ The shelter shall provide personnel to do daily cleaning of all kennel areas, water bowls, hallways, floors 
and cleaning equipment; 
 
♦ Collection of proper disposal of animal waste throughout the day; 
 
♦ Removal and emptying of trash bags daily or as necessary; 
 
♦ The City will provide for the removal of all animal carcasses from the shelter facilities. The city shall 
properly and safely dispose of all regulated medical waste pursuant to all federal, state and local laws. 
 
♦  All veterinarians utilized shall be graduates of a recognized veterinary college and have a license to 
practice veterinary medicine in Armenia. 
 
♦ Care must include feeding, boarding, bedding, cleaning of cages, watering, rawhide or other play toys, 
exercising, social interaction with humans, and provisions for immediate first aid. 
 



♦The shelter shall provide a 12 month per year advertising budget and plan, using private monies, to stress 
adoptions of mature pets, avoidance of acquiring a pet if not able to keep the pet lifetime, threatening 
prosecutions in the event of abandonment. 
 
♦The shelter shall have the appropriate license and registered personnel with the appropriate Armenian 
federal and local Yerevan agencies to humanely euthanize animals deemed to be too sick or dangerous, using 
sodium pentabarbftol injections, under the supervision of a veterinarian. 
 
♦The shelter shall have licensed veterinarians available to prepare animals suspected of rabies for 
submission to either the State or City Health Department. 
 
♦The shelter shall be able to sanitize all instruments and contaminated surfaces and to properly dispose of 
the carcass by incineration or burial. Such disposal shall be provided for by the vendor. 
 
♦The shelter shall provide to the Health Department quarterly computer printouts of all animal management 
activities including but not limited to the date of receipt, disposition, breed, age, sex, elapsed time under 
care, health, reason for surrender or seizure, and total animals surrendered, total serviced, total seized. 
 
♦The shelter shall spay or neuter every animal prior to adoption or release. In case of lost animals re-united 
with owners, animal shall not be released until owner has altered animal. In such cases, the alteration shall be 
provided at reduced rate to the owner. No animal shall be released without licensing, microchip 
implantation, alteration, deworming. 
 
♦Certain facilities shall be designated to be Quarantine Animal Wards for the holding of possibly diseased, 
dangerous, or other animals held for law enforcement purposes. 
 
♦Upon the arrival of the animal at the shelter the veterinarian shall examine the animal and make a 
determination whether it is healthy and adoptable. If it is he shall bathe, vaccinate, microchip implant, and 
alter such animal.  
 
♦A kennel worker specially trained in dog and cat rehabilitation must always be present in the dog 
recreation room. A worker trained in cat rehabilitation must always be present in the cat recreation room. If 
an animal is destructive or aggressive to the rehabilitator, it shall be deemed unadoptable and marked on the 
ID printout to be made available for special services, such as guard duty.  
 
♦Adult animals shall be fed once per day, in the evening. Younger animals shall be fed at least twice per 
day, and more often if medically recommended. Cages shall be cleaned at least once per day, in the 
mornings. Hosing of cages white animals are inside shall not be permitted. Cages shall be hosed when the 
animal is removed from the cage and leashed outside the cage. 
 
♦Adoptions should not be initially based upon a perspective adopting party simply walking through all the 
cages and the wards and choosing an animal based upon its look, breed, size, age, or color. A perspective 
adopting party should first make a request to the shelter and a computer-based record shall be opened for 
such request. An extensive record shall be created regarding the requirements and wishes of the potential 
adopting party. A computer match attempt should be made within minutes. Upon finding appropriate 
candidate animals which fit many of the criteria sought by the potential adopting party, the animal, if located 



in the main shelter, should be brought into the meeting room first. Then the party should enter the room. If 
party fails to show up without appropriate notice, such party's computer record shall so be marked and a 
caution shall be placed on any future transactions with such party. After as long as one half hour of 
interaction with the animal in the meeting room the animal should first be removed from the room. The staff 
member shall further discuss the program's guidelines and instruct the potential adopting party to sleep on it 
for at least one night. Printed literature regarding proper pet ownership and the commitment it entails shall be 
provided. A video presentation regarding pets and their ownership shall be made available for them to watch 
in the outside waiting room. If the potential adopting party expresses no interest in the animal, then another 
selection of those matched shall be referred. If the animal is in the shelter it shall be made available for a 
meeting in the meeting room. If the decision is made to adopt, a 7 day trial period, which is further extendible 
by another 7 days, and yet another 7 days should be provided. Prior to obtaining possession a party must 
show proper ID, pass screening, bring every member of the family to first meet the animal, and pay an 
adoption fee of $5, which shall include all inoculations, microchip identification, alteration, and heartworm 
testing for dogs and leukemia/AIDS testing for cats. The adoption contract shall forbid the further placement 
of the animal with any other entity unless done exclusively through the City's adoption service. It shall also 
contain a provision for a mandatory 90 day notice requirement prior to the desired dispossession date. It shall 
also contain a liquidation clause which shall hold the adopting party liable for a considerable sum should any 
of the provisions of the contract be violated. Sample adoption agreement is annexed as Exh. BB. 
 

 
 
 

III. PROJECTIONS  
 
The path for a modernized and successful animal population control program should be as follows, 
in order of priority: 
 
A. Short-term  
 
1)Create a not-for-profit organization, preferably with police powers 
 
2)Select appropriate land and transfer ownership from the municipality to the new humane society 
 
3)Create a database of every veterinarian, animal related business, and supermarkets      
     which sell pet food. 
 
4)Make arrangements, such as finding a suitable teaching location, the required  

medicine and supplies, to host the Remote Area Veterinarians from the Humane  
     Society of the United States, who will visit for  one week to teach local veterinarians  
     the newest techniques in volume-based spaying and neutering 
 

5) Begin interviewing applicants for positions at the new humane society. 
 
6)Begin TNSR programs based upon incentive-based policies 
 
7)Find, and purchase if necessary, up-to-date mailing lists for a mass-mailing fund-raising  



campaign of possible donors who may be sympathetic to environment,  animals, and 
creating new jobs 

 
8)Apply with as many international animal foundations for grants as possible. 
 
 
9)Start TSNR program as soon as feasable 
 
 
B. Long-Term 

 
1)Obtain bids to construct a shelter for the humane society on the land. Plans and photographs  

of a shelter newly opened in Ankara which houses 500 animals is annexed as Exhibit DD. 
 
2)Develop animal intake, care and adoption policies as per this report. 
 
3)Train employees on the techniques of animal capture and management in the shelter. 
 
4)Mass-mailing campaign from the mailing lists for donations and membership.  
 
5)Develop pet food and supplies importing business to subsidize the construction of the  
    shelter, with donations from Companion Animal Network. 
 
6)Operate as a no-kill or low-kill shelter 
 
 
 
1. Construction of the Shelter 
 
Size- the quantity of land has to be balanced with several other factors because the other factors 
will affect the quantity of land. For instance, it would be more desirable to settle for smaller land if 
that means that the land will be nearer to Yerevan and a major highway and already comes with 
electricity and sewage and water available on the land. There should be some additional adjoining 
land available for expansion in future years so what happened in Turkey does not happen- In 
Istanbul a shelter outgrew its location and then a brand new shelter had to be built in another 
location, causing duplicative expenses years later.   
 
Capacity- a total of 500 animals, 250 dogs and 250 cats, plus exotic animals such as bears, horses, 
exotic animals, etc.  
 
Location-  People adopting and surrendering animals, bringing them for sterilization, and 
volunteers will all be more likely to come and participate if the shelter is closer to Yerevan and 
available by public transportation. There should be no private residential homes near the shelter to 
prevent complaints from the surrounding communities. 
 
Financing- Initial financing for the construction would come from  



1) One time start-up grant from the CAN  
2) mass mailing campaign  
3) contribution from Yerevan to match the CAN grant  
4) pet food importing business 
5) other international grant applications.  
 

Plans-   Based on a newly-opened no-kill shelter in Ankara, Turkey, for which CAN was a consultant.  
 
 Architectural plans are annexed as Exhibit DD. 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 
2. Cooperation with the government 
 
  Animal population control is a governmental function as it impacts upon every 
aspect of human life and economy. Armenia's animal control program, or for that matter any other 
country's governmental program, cannot be expected to be financed externally. However, animal 
control programs are only successful if there is close cooperation between government and not-for-
profit NGOs because government can do things for the NGO which the NGO cannot do itself and 
vice versa.  
  We recommend a four-way agreement between Eurasia Charity Union, CAN, the 
NGO humane society after it is formed, and the City of Yerevan. This agreement should explain in 
detail what is expected of each and what recourse each has in case of a material and serious breach 
by any of the other signatories. 
 
  The duties of each would be as follows: 
 
EURASIA CHARITY UNION-    



 
1. Establish a network of stores and veterinarians to sell the pet food being donated by 

CAN, collect monies after sale, and wire 50% to the joint bank account in the USA and 
deposit 50% to the joint bank account in Yerevan.  

 
2. Provide a cool, mouse-free warehouse space to keep the pet food for sale.  
 
3. Distribute the pet food by hiring salespersons for each region in Armenia on a 

commission basis.  
 

4. Keep detailed accounting of the quantities and type of pet food received from CAN, 
quantities and type of pet food distributed to each salesperson, store or veterinarian, 
quantities and type of pet food sold from each salesperson and store and veterinarian, 
monies collected from each salesperson, store and veterinarian. Provide monthly reports 
of all these to CAN.  

 
5. Obtain all necessary customs permissions for the importation of pet food, with all 

licensing fees and taxes to be paid by CAN upon presentation of documented receipts. 
 
COMPANION ANIMAL NETWORK-  
 

1. Provide the initial capital for the purchase and shipment of $2500 of pet food for the  
first shipment, including shipping, VAT, and all other costs from factory in the USA to 
delivery at an address in Yerevan.  

 
2. Further commitment that if the first load of pet food is sold and at least 100% profit is 

realized (after subtracting the purchase costs, shipping costs, and VAT expenses), which 
means the $2500 of food would have to be sold for approximately $9000 (including 
$1500 for taxes and shipping), leaving $2500 net profit, we would commit to send 
$5000 worth of pet food for the second shipment, expecting it to leave a net profit of 
$5000. Therefore, a total of $7500 net profit should be realized after the first two 
shipments, all of which would be deposited in equal amounts into joint bank accounts in 
Yerevan and New York, under the joint control of the NGO (or PGO), CAN and 
EURASIA CHARITY UNION. This, along with CAN’s start-up contribution and 
Yerevan’s matching start-up contribution, should be sufficient to start construction of 
the shelter.  

 
3. Provide planning, consultation, and other management assistance in the creation and operation of 

the Humane Society, the shelter, and implementing Yerevan’s animal control program. 
 

4. Provide one-time grants for special capital projects or program services as decided entirely at the 
discretion of CAN.  

 
5. Provide copies of receipts for the purchase of pet food from its suppliers in the USA to verify the 

net cost and the net profit to Armenian partners 
 



HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES- 
  
 Has agreed to send a team of 7-10  veterinarians and veterinary students to: 
                                    

1. Implement a mass sterilization program  
 
2. Teach Armenian veterinarians the latest techniques in volume based sterilization 

 
ARMENIAN HUMANE SOCIETY (tentative name of new NGO to operate shelter)- 
 

1. Create by-laws which are democratic such that the Board of Directors are elected by the 
membership.  

 
2. Operate the shelter as a no-kill or low-kill shelter. 

 
3. Appoint a citizen-government advisory board  

 
4. Operate aggressive TSNR programs 

 
CITY OF YEREVAN- 
 

1. Provide for annual operational expenses of the humane society and shelter 
 
2. Match CAN’s initial one-shot grant to start shelter construction as a one-time expense for capital 

expenditures. 
 

3. Facilitate all necessary local and federal government requirements, permits, and procedures to 
realize every aspect of this agreement. 

 
4. Pass appropriate legislation to empower the humane society to employ armed police officers and 

provide training for them. 
 

5. Provide publicity and issue press releases on specific programs and procedures requested by the 
Armenian Humane Society. 

 
6. Agree to no longer shoot or poison or otherwise harm or kill dogs and cats animals and prosecute 

individuals, be they rogue government agents or not,  who do so. 
 

 
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATIONS- 
 
 Applications for funding have been made to the following: 

 
1. Bridget Bardot Foundation 
 
2. SPANA 



 
3. International Foundation for Animal Welfare (IFAW) 

 
4. World Society for the Protection of Animals (WSPA) 

 
 
 
3. Budget 
 
STAFFING OF SHELTER 
 
All full-time staff shall have two weeks of paid vacation per year, plus three sick/personal days, 
plus paid national holidays 
 
No health coverage at the outset with the intention of adding it subsequently 
 
Veterinarians on full time duty (weekdays): 1 
1-    8AM – 5 PM 
   
 Veterinarians on part time duty (weekends & holidays): 1       
1-    8AM – 5 PM 
 
Kennel Assistants/Vet Techs on full time duty (weekdays): 5 
2-    8AM-5  PM 
2-    5 PM - 2 AM                                                       
1-                                             2 AM-11 AM 
 
Kennel Assistants/Vet Techs on part time duty (weekends & holidays): 3 
1-    8 A M - 5  PM 
1-                               5PM-2 AM 
1-                                             2 AM-11 AM 
 
Truck Drivers on full time duty (weekdays): 2 
1-     8AM-5  PM 
1-     4PM-12 AM 
 
Security guard on full time (weekdays, nights only)- 1 
1. 11PM-8AM  
 
Security guard on part time(weekends and holidays, nights only)- 1 
1-    11PM-8AM  
 
 
The above staffing patterns shall provide the following coverage: 
 
1 Veterinarian (8 AM to 5 PM weekdays) 



 
1 Veterinarian (8AM to 5PM weekends and holidays) 
 
2 Kennel Assistants/Vet techs (8 AM to 2 AM weekdays)  
 
1 Kennel Assistant/Vet tech (weekends, holidays, nights after 2 AM) 
 
1 Truck Driver (weekdays 8 AM to Midnight) 
 
1 Security guard (every night 11 PM to 8 AM) 
 
 

ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET 
 

 
Salaries 

 

Veterinarians 
1 Full time x $ 100 p/month 1,200 
1 Part time x $   50                                                                                                       600 

Kennel Assistants 
5 Full time x $ 50 per p/month= $250 p/mo  3,000 
3 Part time x   10  per p/month= $30 p/mo                                                                     360                                            

Truck Drivers 
1 Full time x $ 50 per p/month= $ 50 p/mo     600 

 
Security Guard 

1  Full time  x $ 50 per p/month= $ 50 p/mo     600 
1  Part time x  $ 25 per p/month= $ 25 p/mo      275 

Total Full time employees: 7        Full time salary total:                                  5,400 
 

Total Part time employees: 4                   Part time salary total:                                       1,235 
 
Total Salaries     $ 6,635 

 
Other Expenses 

 
Telephone expenses       100 
 
Uniforms for 12 employees plus SPCA volunteer officers  at $5 @)                                     60 
 
Bedding for cages (based on 500 cages at $1 @)                                                                  500 
 
Chewies & toys for pets (based on 5000 pets at $00.10 @)                                                   500 
 
Pet food – at net cost to Companion Animal Network (.166 cents per lb)                            4000                                         
 



Kitty litter (based on 500 cats at .20 @)                                                                                  100 
 
Postage          50 
 
Printing costs- donated by Companion Animal network                                                           0                                        
 
Disinfectant           50 
 
Repairs & maintenance                                                                                                           200 
 
Medical supplies        500 
 
Insurance                                                          250 
 
Rent- donated by City of Yerevan                                                                                               0 
 
Emergency/Contingency Fund (for natural disasters and/or capital expenditures)                 500 

Total Other Expenditures $         6,810 

Total Annual Expenditures             $       13,445 

 

INCOME REVENUES 
 
 
Dog and cat licensing fees (to be applied by Yerevan toward the $13,445 annual contract) 
 
Adoption fees 
 
Intake fees 
 
Membership dues 
 
Grants from international organizations 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                                                 AUTHOR’S NOTE 

This is a "basic" budget to operate one full service animal shelter and does not encompass the 

more advanced aspects of a model animal control program such as; 

1. automatic and mandatory computer microchip identification of all pets prior to licensing 

2. sub-contracting with existing veterinary, boarding, grooming businesses 

3. one major billboard advertisement on a major highway emphasizing various 

elements of pet ownership rotating every month or two. Such a billboard 

campaign could advertise the advantages of mature pet adoptions for one 

month, advise the careful consideration of the long-term commitment of pet 

ownership PRIOR to obtaining a pet the next month, threaten prosecution for 

dog owners who do not license their pets the following month, etc. 

4. Operating an animal clinic and hospital for owned animals  

5. Computerized hotline operators dispatching rescue ambulances and 

trucks  

 

The above “basic” recommended elements of a successful animal management policy can be 

implemented, in our opinion, in a gradual transition period of 3-5 years by careful re-structuring of the 

above "basic" budget with half the previously allocated $26,000 contract monies. The additional 

recommended programs, 1-5 above, can gradually be implemented as additional revenue is made 

available for animal management raised through the eventual attainment of higher dog licensing 

compliance rate, adoption fees, memberships, international grants. . 
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] 
Exhibit DD 
 
To be read and signed by person accepting animal 
 
 PICK-A-PAL ANIMAL ACCEPTANCE AGREEMENT 
 
The signatory of this agreement and contract, being of free will and sound mind, agrees to enter 
and follow all of the provisions of this agreement and contract herein contained. 
 
1. Companion Animal Network ("CAN") shall accept my request to obtain a companion 

animal for me for no charge.  This agreement does not transfer the property ownership 
rights of said animal to me. 

 
2. Companion Animal Network agrees to provide vaccinations for the animal if it is not fully 

up to date on its inoculations. 
 
3. I agree to provide love, care, and proper sustenance to the animal obtained through the 

services of the Companion Animal Network, as per the laws of the State of New York. 
 
4. I am obtaining possession of this animal for myself, as per the terms of this agreement.  I 

will spay/neuter this pet immediately if it is not already altered. The identification tag 
provided by Companion Animal Network and a collar will be kept on this pet continuously 
and at all times.  I understand that this animal is not being bought, and that CAN reserves 
the right to repossess it upon demand. 

 
5. Companion Animal Network, upon finding possible likely candidates for my request for an 

animal, shall contact me.  Upon such notification, I agree to forthwith arrange for an 
interview of the companion animal candidate by personally visiting the placing party's 
premises where the animal is currently residing. 

 
6. If, upon such interview, I decide to accept the animal, I agree to do so initially on a 

seven (7) day trial basis, which is renewable by me until I am satisfied. 
 
7. If, upon the termination of the seven (7) day trial period, all parties involved, Companion 

Animal Network, myself, and placing party are satisfied with the results, I agree to 
forthwith deliver a nominal contribution of  fifty five dollars ($55.00) for an altered mixed 
breed animal, $75 for a full breed altered animal to Companion Animal Network 
personally or by way of US Postal Service, in the form of cash, check or money order to 
be received by Companion Animal Network within a period of five (5) days after the last 
trial day.  If such contribution is not received within aforementioned schedule and time 
herein agreed to, the adoption fee shall be calculated by the number of days from the 
date of this contract until payment of the fee, multiplied by $3 per day.  If upon 
termination of the trial period I am not satisfied with said animal I shall transport the 
animal back to the placing party's premises. 

 
8. I agree to allow Companion Animal Network and placing party reasonable telephone 

contact, up to a maximum of once per week for purposes of obtaining progress reports.  
Furthermore, I agree to allow Companion Animal Network, or their representatives, 
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access and visitation rights to said animal up to a maximum of once per month, if 
requested. 

 
9. In the event an accident or any harm befalls said animal, such as losing it, an accident, 

etc., I agree to immediately obtain veterinary care and authorize the release of all 
veterinary records to CAN and notify Companion Animal Network within 24 hours of such 
event by telephone as to the name, address and telephone number of treating 
veterinarian or hospital and date, time, location, and nature of accident.  In the event of 
loss of said animal, I agree to expand costs and efforts to retrieve said animal, including, 
but not limited to searching, advertising, printing and posting of flyers, gasoline, and labor 
and other costs, up to a maximum of $100 per day and no more than $1,500 or until said 
animal is retrieved, whichever occurs earlier.  My failure to abide with this paragraph's 
notification and other requirements shall subject me to the costs incurred by any party to 
retrieve said animal, as specified herein, in addition to the damages incurred as specified 
in Section 12 of this Contract and Agreement. 

 
10. I agree to notify Companion Animal Network of any new residence address and/or 
telephone number which I may  acquire within seven (7) days of such acquisition. 
 
11. I agree not to hold Companion Animal Network, nor placing party from whom animal was 

obtained, liable not responsible in any manner, for harm or damages which may result.  I 
do not hold Companion Animal Network responsible for error(s) in the information 
provided me about this pet. 
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12. If, at any time during the entire life span of this animal, I can no longer keep and 

provide for said animal, I agree to notify Companion Animal Network a minimum 
of 90 days prior to being unable to keep said animal and keep it until another 
permanent home is found who will sign CAN's adoption agreement. If I am 
unable to keep the animal until a new home is found I agree to board the animal 
with CAN at its kennel at the special low-cost rates I am entitled to under the 
terms and conditions specified in CAN's boarding agreement until a permanent 
home is found. Under no circumstances will I give this pet to a person, shelter or 
abandon it.  I under stand that it is not my property to transfer to any other person 
or entity. 

 
 

13. I fully understand that __________________________ has incurred $ 1,500 in 
expenses to facilitate this arrangement.  I further understand that any failure to 
abide with any of the provisions of this contract on my part will subject me to 
liability for that breach and damages in the amount of $ 1,500 expended by 
__________________, in addition to other costs as per Section 9 of this 
Agreement.  Acceptor's initials:  _________________. 

 
 

______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Signature of Accepting party  Employer of Accepting 
party 

 
______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Printed name of Accepting party  Employer's address 

 
__________________________

___ 
Employer's telephone 

 
______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Telephone of Accepting Party  Family Reference Name 

 
______________________________                               
______________________________ 

    Street Address of Accepting party Family Reference address 
 

__________________________
____ 

Family Reference Phone Number 
 

__________________________________
 ______________________________ 
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City    State             Zip Code  Accepting Party's date of 
birth 

 
______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Printed name of witness   Breed of animal being 
accepted 

 
______________________________ _________________________  
______ 
Signature of witness   Approximate age of animal  
Gender 

 
 

______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Street Address of witness  Name of accepted animal 

 
______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Telephone of witness   Pet ID# 

 
______________________________
 ______________________________ 
Date of this agreement   Accepting party's 
identification 

 
On this date of __________________________, I, 
________________________________ obtained possession of above mentioned 
animal from the placing party, __________________________________________. 
 

__________________________
_____ 

Signature 
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